Not only is playing with blocks fun; block play helps us to learn and develop important skills we’ll need as we grow! Through blocks, we can learn everything from counting and matching to how to share and communicate with our friends! With OCM’s Block Party, we use blocks to build on important STEAM concepts. Develop hypotheses and test them on our Earthquake Test Table. Explore technology and engineering as you build with Magneatos and Keva Planks. Express your artistic side as you design with Magna Tiles, and practice mathematics as you stack and sort Dado Cubes.

OMAHA CHILDREN’S MUSEUM PROVIDES:
Ongoing site support, inbound and outbound shipping, print-ready photos and logo

HOST INSTITUTION PROVIDES:
Insurance, staff to perform installation and tear down

For more information or to rent the exhibit, email Shaq at sjones@ocm.org or call 402-930-8036.